
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lightning Policy 
 

Background 
Lightning storms are not uncommon across the United States during Spring, Summer, and Fall.  Most 
TRR paddling venues take place in very hazardous areas for lightning strikes: 

• Water ways close to shorelines 
• Ponds & Lakes 
• Very dissimilar topography with tall tree lines close by 

Although the chances of actually being struck by lightning are relatively rare, the potential consequences 
are very severe.  Lightning travels some distance laterally across the ground and can enter shallow caves 
or overhangs.   

Most large organizations that participate in outdoor activities have written Lightning protocols to protect 
their participants.  Lightning storms can travel incredibly fast and many are caught off guard.  This is one 
place where our optimism can get the better of us, thus the need for this policy. 

TRR National Policy Statement 
• Event leaders must pay attention to local weather forecasts and storm warnings.  NOAA 

broadcasts these threats on radio and most modern vehicles get severe storm warning alerts on 
their vehicle consoles. 

• Don’t forget the 30-30 rule. After you see lightning, start counting to 30. If you hear thunder 
before you reach 30, go indoors (inside a vehicle with closed windows is acceptable). Suspend 
activities for at least 30 minutes after the last clap of thunder. 

• If severe thunderstorms are predicted for your venue area during practice sessions, make all 
possible attempts to cancel the scheduled event no later than 1 hour prior to avoid putting 
participants at risk.  Many of our participants have to travel to our venues and this takes time. 

• If caught is a thunderstorm, spread out (20’ separation) and get as far inland as possible.  The 
exception to this rule is high gradient streams in deep canyons which are relatively safe. 

Compliance 
The TRR Event Leader is responsible for enforcing this policy.  Any individuals choosing not to follow 
the above policy will be asked not to participate.  Any injuries on a TRR sanctioned event must be 
reported to TRR National via the TRR Incident Report Form.  TRR National reviews reported injuries to 
improve training and documentation resources.   

References 
• CDC: When Thunder Roars, Go Indoors! (cdc.gov) 

https://www.teamriverrunner.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/TRR-Incident-Report-Form-2018.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/nceh/features/lightning-safety/index.html#:%7E:text=After%20you%20see%20lightning%2C%20start,touching%20the%20ground%20as%20possible.


• OSHA: Lightning Safety When Working Outdoors (osha.gov) 
• NOLS: Microsoft Word - 4.Gookin.doc (nols.edu) 

https://www.osha.gov/sites/default/files/publications/OSHA3863.pdf
https://www.nols.edu/media/filer_public/fa/96/fa96d71d-df6b-487f-9e48-6b5a84de50b9/outdoor_lightning_risk_management-gookin.pdf
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